
Title Wild Water! Project overview

The aim of this project is for
children to develop an
understanding of the water
cycle, the formation of rivers,
and the impact and effects of
flooding.

Hook

Trip to River Thames in Oxford
or Abingdon.

Text(s)

Guided reading text: How to
train your dragon

Fiction: Creation story -
Children of the Water God.

Non - fiction: Explanation text
showing the journey of a river.

Atlases

Maths overview

Multiplication
Division
Times Tables

Year group 4

Driving question

Is flooding always bad?

Looking at the pros/cons of
flooding- how can we adapt?

Key Vocabulary

Evaporation, condensation
The water cycle, convection
temperature, degrees, Celsius
erosion/transportation
river/river bed/load/
deposition, source, spring,
meandering, delta, estuary,
mouth, upper course, middle
course, lower course, equator,
northern hemisphere,
southern hemisphere,
continent.

Intended outcome

Constructing bridges

Creating a floating city with
floating houses.

Resources Areas of learning (subjects)

Science
Geography
Art
Music
DT

How does learning build on
prior understanding?
Other year groups and other
learning?

Content
What will we learn?

Creativity
How will we show our learning
in different ways?

Ethos
How does the project embed
our values?

How will this project prepare
for future learning?



Building on the designing,
making, evaluating, and
technical knowledge from KS1.

Building on their knowledge of
the water cycle and
evaporation and condensation
of water which was covered in
our Y4 potions unit.

Science:
Identify the part played by
evaporation and condensation
in the water cycle.

Geography:
Lesson 1:
River formations and labeling
each part of the river.

Lesson 2:
Locating rivers in the UK and
worldwide, naming the
counties, continents, and
countries they are found. (map
skills).

Lesson 3:
Physical Geography - The effect
water has on our coastlines
(erosion). Deposition and
transportation

Lesson 4:
Human Geography - study of
people and place. Why do
people live near rivers?

Flooding:
Lesson 5: Why flooding occurs
in different parts of the world -
Link to Oxford and why it
occurs here
(because Oxford is between
two rivers). Link to global
warming and temperature.

Internet research regarding
rivers

ICT - Design a presentation
slide show to show the effects
of flooding and how humans
have adapted to it.

DT - Design and construct
bridges

Resourcefulness
Using different materials in our
DT project to create bridges.

Resilience
Working in teams in PE to
create a dance

Responsibility

Respect
The school equipment,
materials and each other when
working in teams to create
their bridges.

Y5/Y6 - more complex designs
and creations to enhance DT
skills.

Y5 poisonous plastics - climate
change and the effect it has on
the environment.

Y5 - is there a planet B? Need
all 3 forms of water which is
why there is life here.



Lesson 6:
Effects of flooding - pros and
cons

Lesson 7:
How have humans adapted to
flooding? Link to natural
disaster victims of flooding.

ICT:
Create a PowerPoint
presentation to express our
learning over the term of
flooding.

Gooseberry planet - workbooks
we have not completed from
the last term.

Art: Monet artist
Lesson 1:
Fact file on Claude Monet -
who he is, why he is important,
the art he created.

Lesson 2:
Explore how Monet used light
and colour in his River Thames
painting. - impressions /
reflections

Lesson 3:
Painting an impression of the
River Thames using Monets



techniques.

Extra lessons:

-Look at the photography of
rivers and water and compare
and contrast between them.

- Colour of water - use
watercolor paint to show
rivers/running water.
Create bubble pictures

DT: 3 x lessons
- Create and design bridges to
cross water using different
materials.
- Plan, design and create
floating houses that are above
water to add to our class
floating city.

Music:
Lesson 1:
Represent music for different
types of water - link to music
notation (sound of running
water) waterfall, storm, rain,
etc.

Lesson 2:
Introduce ‘A River’s Tale’ song
by Suzy Davis.
Listen to the song and discuss

Lesson 3:



Read and discuss the lyrics
Learn the chorus and
introduction

Lesson 4:
Learn the second chorus and
bridge

Lesson 5:
Learn the third chorus and
coda

Lesson 6:
Learn the verse

Lesson 7:
Practice and perform the
whole song.

PE: Dance
River dance - move like a water
droplet in a river.
Dance linked to How to train
your dragon and water.


